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Our illustration
brand assets
We have created a
whole host of useful
supporting assets like
these guys that you
can find out more
about on page 22.

SO, WHAT’S IN A NAME ANYWAY?

The little known River Skerne,
in canny County Durham
was named by our Viking
ancestors;
the word ‘skirr’ means bright
and shining (Clue: that’s how
we came up with our name...)
Sadly nobody since has given
our area a catchy brand
name like ‘the dales ‘ or ‘the
lakes’ until now, so welcome
to Discover Brightwater.
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GO WITH THE FLOW
Find out about how
our logo mark flows
through all of our
communications, and
how to bring it to life
on page 10.

Where we’ve
come from...
MAKING A MARK
The inspiration for our
brand mark came from The
River Skerne which is the
centre piece of the Discover
Brightwater project.
The Discover Brightwater “B” mark
represents the present, which has
flowed through from a point in
the past (The history of the area)
and continues to move forward,
organically towards the future.
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and where
we’re going...
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A

The example below illustrates how
to find the safe area for our logo.

Living with
our lovely
logo...
B

The Brightwater logo lockup is made up
of three important elements.
The mark, the logotype and the
strapline.
This should be used in its full colour
spot or CMYK format if possible, but can
also be used in alternative formats if
necessary. These formats are illustrated
in the following pages.
The logo is available in a variety of
formats, and should NEVER be redrawn,
scanned or altered in any way.
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C

(A) Our Brand Mark
This is the element of
the logo lockup that is
representative of the
heart of the project,
The River Skerne. This
flows through all we
do as the backbone
to Brightwater.

(B) Our Logotype
The bedrock to
our river. Our
logotype acts as the
foundation to our
free flowing mark. A
solid element that
creates a call to
action to our brand.

Better to
be safe
than sorry
The Brightwater logo should always
be surrounded by a minimum area of
space. The area of isolation ensures that
headlines, text or other visual elements
do not encroach on the logo.
The exclusion zone size is based on the
logotype from the ‘Discover Brightwater’
logo and applies to all applications.

(C) Our Strapline
We are an organisation
with many strings to
our bow. A project that
runs through many
different routes. This
provides a synopsis of
what we are all
working towards.

The exclusion zone is scaled
proportionally with the size of the logo
has is being featured.
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Here’s
what to do
PRIMARY LOGO USAGE

Full colour
(Including Strapline)

Full colour reverse
(Including Strapline)

Minimum 31mm

Minimum 31mm

Please note: When the brand strapline
is featured as the topline message, the
logo without the strapline should be
used to avoid repetition of messaging.
(See page 29 for examples).

Mono reverse

Mono reverse (on light grass green)

Mono reverse (on light earth)

and if
necessary.
SECONDARY LOGO USAGE

The following pages provide
a pretty substantial range
of logo variants.
We understand that a bit of flexibility
can be helpful, so we hope that
there’s something here that can
work for you whilst still keeping our
brand guardian’s happy.

Mono usage

When all else fails we have a back up
plan, but please use sparingly! These
mono versions of our logo offer an
alternative when the contrast of our
blue and slate of the primary logo isn’t
quite legible enough.
Full colour
(Without Strapline)

Full colour reverse
(Without Strapline)

25mm

25mm

This option can be useful when using
a flood of colour from our secondary
palette. Take a look at pages 29 for
an example of this usage.

How not to treat our logo: The guides here provide the only instructions of
how our logo should be used, all of which can be supplied. Our lovely logo
should not be changed or adapted in any other way without our consent.
Minimum scale
(Small Usage)
08

Minimum scale reverse
(Small Usage)
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Going with
the flow
HOW TO CREATE AND APPLY
OUR SWOOSH ELEMENT
Our brand swoosh element is a key
part of our visual language and flows
through all of our communications in
one way or another.
This element is an extension of our
logo mark and is a primary, ownable
piece of our identity.
When applied this is the primary visual
cue of a Discover Brightwater piece.
Please note: Swooshes should
be created in the Brightwater
blue whenever possible. White
out swooshed should be used
only when necessary.
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The following steps
act as an instruction
as to how to use our
swoosh element,
and bring branded
communications to life.

STEP 1

STEP 3

The lie of the land
The first thing to do is create the overall
structure of your layout. Where your image will
sit and where your typography will be placed,
keeping in mind that you need to free up some
space for your swoosh element. Although this is
a flexible device, you will still need to create a
good bit of negative space to accommodate it.

Be at one with your brush
When we say “go with the flow” we mean
“go with the flow! It’s really important that
you get a nice organic feeling swoosh
when applying this to your layout. All of
the curves within your swoosh should feel
smooth and without any awkward kinks.

STEP 2

Discover where
a cow the size
of a camper van
once grazed

Use the highlighted
brush from within
your illustrator panel
to create consistent
swoosh elements.
To find them,
go to “Open Brush
Library > Artistic >
Artistic_Paintbrush

Let it flow
Once you have your layout structure set, you
can now start work on adding the swoosh
element. The most organic and effective way to
make your swoosh work within your layout is to
bring your layout into illustrator as it stands.

The graphic shown on the left hand page
is an instruction on what illustrator brush to
use when creating brand swooshes. It also
helps to set your brush “fidelity”closer to
smooth for a clean flow.

TAKE A LOOK AT
PAGES 26 TO 31
FOR MORE EXAMPLES
OF HOW WE APPLY OUR
SWOOSH ELEMENT
ACROSS COMMS

This will give you a true sense of the space you
have to play with and allows you to adapt the
swoosh live within the desired area.
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Dark Grass Green

RGB 71 / 118 / 57
HEX 477639
CMYK 74 / 32 / 90 / 19
PANTONE SPOT 7742 C

Light Grass Green

RGB 147 / 181 / 88
HEX 93b558
CMYK 50 / 11 / 78 / 0
PANTONE SPOT 5777 C

Dark Stone

RGB 168 / 146 / 113
HEX a89271
CMYK 18 / 28 / 47 / 30
PANTONE SPOT 7503 C

Light Stone

RGB 209 / 180 / 140
HEX d1b48c
CMYK 18 / 28 / 47 / 5
PANTONE SPOT 7502 C

Light Earth

RGB 199 / 125 / 53
HEX c77d35
CMYK 0 / 48 / 79 / 24
PANTONE SPOT 7571 C

Dark Earth

RGB 126 / 81 / 44
HEX 7e512c
CMYK 35 / 60 / 80 / 40
PANTONE SPOT 7568 C

Light Slate

RGB 148 / 149 / 155
HEX 94959b
CMYK 22 / 17 / 11 / 38
PANTONE SPOT Cool Gray 7 C

Berry Red

RGB 216 / 12 / 78
HEX d80c4e
CMYK 3 / 98 / 50 / 5
PANTONE SPOT 214 C
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A splash of
considered
colour
The Brightwater brand has two
master colours which are used for
branding, backgrounds and other
elements. Tints of these colours can
be used where required.
These colours can be reproduced
consistently across a wide range
of applications. Colour references
are provided for the Pantone
Spot colour system, in CMYK (for
4-colour printing), in RGB (for use
on-screen) and web.
We will be sure to let you know if
and when we add more colours
to our brand palette.
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Brightwater Blue

Let there
be light
RGB 146 / 210 / 244
HEX 92d2f4
CMYK 45 / 1 / 0 / 1
PANTONE SPOT 2905 C

Brightwater Slate

A splash of
considered colour

and a little
shade too
RGB 59 / 61 / 67
HEX 3B3D43
CMYK 44 / 34 / 22 / 77
PANTONE SPOT COOL GREY 11
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It’s just
your type
THE WHO’S WHO...
The Discover Brightwater brand uses
ITC Avant Garde Gothic family as it’s
main print comms typeface.
This should be used across all
communications and is available at
www.myfonts.com/fonts/itc/avantgarde-gothic
The alternative/digitaltypeface family
is Poppins and can be downloaded free
of charge at the link supplied below. 
fonts.google.com/specimen/Poppins
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ITC Avant Garde Gothic
This typeface has a wide selection of cuts available as part of the family.
Here are a few of the primary cuts that we used across communications.
Book

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
Demi

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

Headlines
ITC Avant Garde
Gothic Std
(BOLD)

Sub Para
ITC Avant Garde
Gothic Std
(DEMI)
Body Header
ITC Avant Garde
Gothic Std
(BOLD)
Body Copy
ITC Avant
Garde Gothic
Std (BOOK)
Call To Action
ITC Avant
Garde Gothic Std
(BOLD)

Restore, Reveal
& Celebrate
life around The
River Skerne
Explore the landscapes that surround the
River Skerne and celebrate the rich history and
heritage connected to these remarkable areas.
BODY HEADER MESSAGE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipis cing elit, sed diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in.

To find out more about Brightwater
and what’s happening in your area visit

discoverbrightwater.com

...AND THE WHAT’S WHAT
This example shows how weights
and sizes are to be formatted
across branded communications
to create a legible and considered
typographic structure.
The sample is a visual guide on how
we would like copy to be set and
should be scaled appropriately.

Please note:
For the elder and
visually impaired, all
type should be set at
a minimum of 10pt.

*
MINIMUM OF

10PT
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TALK
/MESSAGE

INBOX
/MESSAGE

TELEPHONE
/CALL

POST
/EMAIL

DOWNLOAD
/ALT ARROW

WAYFINDING/
UP/DOWN

NAVIGATION
/EXPLORE

TOUCHSCREEN
/NAVIGATION

Example Icons:
The examples here
can be used as a
visual reference when
creating your own
assets. The following
page provides more
information on how
to create your own
Brightwater icons.

The creation
of an icon
The Brightwater iconography has
been developed to mirror the
branding look and feel.
To tie in to the overall visual
language, the icons should be
created as simple line work and
should be illustrated using the
correct illustrator brush.
The following steps will help
keep you on the right track when
creating these brand assets.
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STEP 1
What does it mean?
Whatever it is that you are creating an icon
for, your icon should embody the subject.
Take a minute to think what would best
represent your content.

STEP 2
Simple is effective
Once you have nailed the idea of what the
icon will be, now it’s time to shape it! Your
icon should be simple in its execution and
feature as little detail as possible. Remember
to sit the icon within a roundel too.

STEP 3
Set the style
Last but not least. Applying the style of brush
to your icon should never be forgotten. This
gives a consistent look and feel to our set of
brand assets. (See diagram to the right).

Use the highlighted
brush from within
your illustrator panel
to create consistent
iconography.
To find them,
go to “Open Brush
Library > Artistic >
Artistic_Paintbrush
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Happy people within natural environments
create engagement and the use of negative
space strengthens the idea of freedom.

Connecting
People
and places
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A picture’s
worth a
1000 words
The photography we use
across both digital and printed
communications is integral to the
overall look and feel of our visual
language. The keywords below
provide a guideline to sourcing
and commissioning imagery.

Peeking through areas of interest
create a sense of intrigue and
give the audience the feeling of
wanting to discover and explore.

Wide open spaces of real natural
landscapes create a sense of
peacefulness and also engage the
audience that recognise the locations.

Real
Relatable
Intriguing
Earthy
Natural
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We want to show people just as they are
in everyday life. We don’t want to showing
stock images of the subject. Are audience
should be able to relate to our imagery.

Exploring
Landscapes and
discovering faces

Real
people in
real places
19
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V for
vignette!
When using images as backgrounds
it’s important to ensure that the image has
sufficient contrast to allow the elements
that are layered on top of it to be
prominent and clearly legible.

Typography
*
INCORRECT
This example
shows how the
elements on top
of the image
are illegible and
would require
the vignette for
correct usage.

CORRECT
This example shows
that when the
vignette is applied
to the background
image, the elements
that sit on top of it
are far more clear
and legible.

Discover
Brightwater
here today

Discover
Brightwater
here today

If you have an image that you would like
to use as a background layer but you are
concerned that the contrast is too light
to hold content, you can use the vignette
method shown on the right.
If you require a specific image to be
taken for a communication you’re
photographed, please get in touch with
us to discuss arranging a photoshoot
with one of our preferred photographers.
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Discover
Brightwater logo
(Primary Reversed)

Lottery
Fund Logo
(Reversed)

* Note: That the main subject within the
background image must remain clear and in focus.
It might help to create a clipping mask around the
subject so you have more control over this.

IN GENERAL, PLEASE
BE CONSCIOUS OF
THE CONTRAST OF
COPY SITTING AGAINST
COLOUR AND IMAGERY.
TYPE SHOULD ALWAYS
BE LEGIBLE.
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GET TING HOLD OF THESE ASSETS
For the full batch of our illustrated assets
please ask your Discover Brightwater
contact for the packaged file.
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Say hello
to our little
friends

Kynren
Kynren.pdf

Sedgefield Church
Sedgefield Church.pdf

Newton Aycliffe Clock Tower
Newton Aycliffe Clock Tower.pdf

Walworth Castle
Walworth Castle.pdf

Packhorse Bridge
Packhorse Bridge.pdf

Durham Ox
Durham Ox.pdf

Cyclist
Boy Riding Bike_Small Scale.pdf

OUR ILLUSTRATED ASSETS
As part of our hero asset,
the Discover Brightwater
map (see page 31), we
have created a series of
illustrated assets.
These illustrations add
another layer of interest
and engagement to our
brand, highlighting the past,
present and future of the
Discover Brightwater area.

Skerne Bridge
Skerne Bridge.pdf

Steam Engine
Train.pdf

Bowes Swan
Bowes Silver Swan.pdf

Hiking Boot
Hiking Boot.pdf

Sedgefield Racecourse
Sedgefield Racecourse
_Small Scale.pdf

Kingfisher
Kingfisher.pdf

York Minster
York Minster.pdf

World War 2 Plane
War Plane.pdf

Roman Solider
Roman_Small
Scale.pdf

Darlington Brick Train
Brick Train.pdf
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Talk the talk
The Discover Brightwater tone of voice
is an integral piece of the brand jigsaw.
This reflects the personality of the
people that drive the organisation and
also the people that are the Discover
Brightwater audience.
Messaging and typography are key
elements to our visual language
and it’s imperative that we keep a
consistent verbal identity across all
communications.
The keywords featured in this spread
act as a cornerstone to our tone of
voice. Examples of how these can
be put into practice have also been
provided as a reference on page 29.
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Take a cue
from our keywords.

Be
Real,
Be
Bright

We’re not
dull and
we’re certainly
not dry!...

Humour

Relatable

Factual

Now and then throw a little
bit of light hearted humor
into the conversation. We’re
not talking stand up here,
just something subtle to put
a smile of peoples faces.

Although we are a bunch
of boffins that know a thing
or two, we aren’t talking a
different language. We always
make sure our audience can
see where we’re coming from.

Exactly what we’re here for!
To provide education to our
audience about all things
Brightwater. Whenever possible
we like to clarify what we’re
saying with facts...fact!

Real

Engaging

We are real in every sense of
the word. We’re not a faceless
organisation hiding behind pixels
and paraphernalia. We’re a real
bunch of passionate people that
speak from the heart.

We definitely don’t want to
bore you when we’re talking,
so we do our best to keep the
conversation flowing. We’re not
dull and we’re certainly not dry!

WHEN CREATING
COPY PLEASE
REMEMBER, WE’RE
ALWAYS ON THE
RIGHT SIDE OF
NAUGHTY!

Down
to Earth
Just like that person down the
local pub that is the epitome
of good old honest folk. You
get what you see, and you
certainly do with us too.

25
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How it all
comes together
This is where the magic happens!
Bringing all of the elements together to
create concise communications that are
absolutely bang on the Brightwater brand.
The following pages offer examples of
how the key elements such as colour,
typography, art direction, iconography
and tone of voice flow across print, digital
and environmental touchpoints.
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Inset image
Here’s an example
of how the primary
reversed logo works
within a digital space.
Right hand page
An indicative visual
of a branded printed
item showing front
and back covers.
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Branded
exhibitionist!

Tote Bag
This touchpoint
provides an example
of screen printed
version of our
illustrated assets as
single line work.

When it comes to applying
our identity to exhibition and
large format touchpoints, we
always consider all angels of the
application. Whether it’s as small
as a USB dongle or as large as an
exhibition stand, we ensure our
identity is brought to life as well
as it can be.
This is done by exploring the use
of our tone of voice and imagery
to create the most engaging
materials as we possibly can.
Here are a few examples to use
as a reference.

28
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Quarrington
Hill

Legible copy
against image

Magazine Layout
Each page of a branded
magazine should reflect the
brand identity from the front
cover through to the back.

Trimdon
Grange

The more maps the merrier
As a lot of our work is based around
natural landscapes, maps are a useful
asset to many communications. The
style of which is led by our hero piece.

Newcastle / Gateshead

River Wear

27 miles (approx)

Hurworth Burn Reservoir
Trimdon

Durham
19 miles (approx)

Bishop
Middleham

Ferryhill

Fishburn

Sedgefield

Spread
the love

Bishop
Auckland

Hardwick Park

Typography

East Coast Mainline

Locomotion
Museum

Scandinavia

River Skerne

401 miles (approx)

Wynyard

Newton Aycliffe
Wynyard
Woodland Park
Preston-le-Skerne
ROF 59
Hitachi
Trains

Great
Stainton

Durham Ox

Heighington
Packhorse
Bridge

Middlesbrough
Deere
Street

N

18 miles (approx)

Catkill
Lane
Walworth
Castle

W

The Pennines
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Sedgefield
Church

Sedgefield
Racecourse

Branding
swoosh device

The indicative visual shown
here to the right provides an
example of how a Discover
Brightwater publication
spread would look and feel.
By using the elements of the
visual and verbal language,
engaging and informative
communication can be
developed.
The following page features
our hero asset, the Discover
Brightwater map. This asset
is a key communication to
the project and acts as our
organic focal point, reflecting
the past, present and future
of the project.

Sustrans
Route No.1

Kynren

45 miles (approx)

Haughton-le-Skerne

E

Sadberge

Piercebridge

The Head of
Steam Museum

S

Skerne
Bridge

Darlington
Brick
Train

Stockton - Darlington

Large, full bleed
images showing people
and landscapes.

Railway

South
Park

York
58 miles (approx)

River Skerne
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WE’RE A SOCIAL
BUNCH YOU KNOW
GIVE US A FOLLOW
@Discoverbwlp

If you have any questions
about using our brand identity
get in touch with us at
discover@bwlp.co.uk

discoverbrightwater.com
© Discover Brightwater 2019

